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PubMed is now available in a new, modern interface that is better
adapted to mobiles and tablets. New PubMed will be the default
version during the first part of 2020, but the old legacy version will
be available until Mars 2020.
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Mars 2020: Most functions are working now, but a few MyNCBI
features are still linked to legacy PubMed.

• Pubmed (Medline) is the largest database for medicine and health
sciences, and covers both biomedical research and more clinical
studies.
• PubMed has more than 30 million references from approximately
5600 journals. 1946 →.
• The MESH thesaurus is a valuable tool for precise searches.
• The PubMed coverage is best for American and other English
language journals.
• Medline (OVID) is available for NTNU and St. Olav Hospital
through Helsebiblioteket.no. Good for advanced searches.
• PubMed can be freely accessed by all without any subscription.
• As a rule of thumb: Always search at least one more database in
addition to PubMed (e.g. EMBASE, Web of Science, Scopus etc.)!
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• PubMed doesn't contain full text, only links to full text.

What is PubMed?

Medline
(1966 ->)

PubMed –
In process

OldMedline
(1946 - 1966)

PubMed –
as supplied by publisher
PubMed Central
(NLM OA arkiv)
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NB! PubMed will also retrieve articles that are submitted to the open access database
PubMed Central. Some of these articles may have been published in journals that are
not currently indexed in Medline. These are labelled "Free PMC article". Articles from
"predatory journals" have also been found among the PMC journals.

How articles are indexed in PubMed:
Quality check
MESH terms

A few
weeks

Journals

Pub Med – in process
PubMed – as supplied by publisher

Pubmed is updated daily
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PubMed Indexed
for Medline

Where do I find the databases?
Fagsiden i medisin (the library's subject page for health and biomedicine)

Use the link to PubMed from the Medicine and Health Library for easy
access to full text and paper copy orders

https://www.ntnu.no/blogger/ub-mh/in-english/ (English)
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https://www.ntnu.no/blogger/ub-mh/ (Norwegian)

PubMed – An overview

Log on to personal area (MyNCBI

Advanced search:
- Menu search
- Details
- Field search and
indexes
- Search history

Hjelp/Tutorials
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Search field

Special functions:
- Journal search
- MeSH search
- Citation search
- Clinical search

Topic Search and use of Boolean Operators
Can vitamin C and fish oils prevent common cold and/or
improve the treatment?
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PubMed will automatically suggest common search terms related to
the terms you enter. Click on a search term to run the search, or
finish writing the term(s) yourself.
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Topic Search and use of Boolean Operators
Can vitamin C and fish oils prevent common cold and/or
improve the treatment?

This search will produce articles that contain the terms common
cold AND (Vitamin C OR fish oils) in the title or abstract.
PubMed has an automatic mapping against the MESH thesaurus.
PubMed will automatically put an AND between multiple words
not separated with other operators.
Your search terms will be displayed in bold.
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New PubMed and the result list
An important difference from old PubMed

1

2

Notice that new PubMed sorts the result list after relevance as
default ("Best match"). This may have an impact on your search
result. Choose "Most recent" (2) or "Publication date" (2) to get a
chronological sorting and full control over the search. Old PubMed
had "Most recent" as default sorting.
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Most recent: Sorted after when a reference was included into
PubMed.
Publication date: Sorted after date of publication.

How PUBMED interprets your search

1
2
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You can check how
PubMed interprets you
search by going to
"Advanced" (1) under
the search box and
choose Details” (2) in
the search history.
Included here is also
information about any
Mesh-terms used in
your search (see next
slide).

Hvordan tolker PUBMED ditt søk?

Here we learn that Common Cold and Fish Oils are MESH terms, but
that vitamin C is mapped to the MESH term Ascorbic Acid.
PubMed doesn't overrule you search and will also search for your
original search terms in all fields [All Fields].
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Topic Search and use of Boolean Operators

It is important to use parenthesis when you are using multiple
search terms and different Boolean operators! PubMed treats
the search terms from left to right.
common cold AND vitamin C OR fish oil
does not produce the same results as
Common cold AND (vitamin C OR fish oil)
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Truncation
Using word stemming:
Child* will produce child, children, childhood etc.
•Be careful with truncation as this function may produce many
hits and many irrelevant hits.
•Truncating in PubMed will shut down the automatic mapping
against MESH, and therefore should be used with care.
Search with synonyms and the OR operator instead:
Child OR Children OR Childhood
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Phrase Search in Pubmed
Searching with phrases: ”vitamin c” ”brain cancer”
This is an important tool when searching the web (e.g. by using
Google), and is also possible in Pubmed to indicate that two terms
should be located together.
Using this function in PubMed is not recommended because this
will shut down the automatic mapping against MESH.
Searching for: vitamin c:
("ascorbic acid"[TIAB] NOT Medline[SB]) OR "ascorbic
acid"[MeSH Terms] OR vitamin C[Text Word]
Searching for “vitamin c”:
"vitamin C"[All Fields]

Searching with phrases is OK when you know in advance that
there are no related MESH keywords to your search term.
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MESH-Search
Searching with ordinary text words may produce many
irrelevant hits. This problem might be reduced by searching
with MESH terms (will give higher precision).
Pubmed’s scientific staff will read all articles and submit 10-12
MESH terms which should reflect the content of the article
The downside with MESH searching is that very recent articles
in PubMed lack MESH terms and can be missed.
It’s important to check the scope and date of introduction for
the MESH terms you want to use.
MESH thesaurus is available
from the menu on the right side
below the search box.
NB! The MESH-databasen has
not a new interface.
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Norwegian MESH

First edition of the Norwegian MESH is available. It is possible to
search in Norwegian and English.
Information about Norwegian MESH:
https://www.fhi.no/prosjekter/medical-subject-headings-meshoversatt-til-norsk/

Link to Norwegian MESH:
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http://mesh.uia.no/

MESH-Search
Note the
label MeSH

Submit your search
term and the MESH
browser suggests
related MESH
terms.
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MESH-Search

2
1

The MESH-broswer presents a list of potential MESH-terms. You
can now create a MESH search in PubMed directly (1), or you can
click on the MESH-term for more information (2).
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MESH-Search

3

1

2
4

5

Mark the MESH-term you want to search with (1), click on ”Add to
search builder” (2) to add the MESH-term to the search builder (3).
Click ”Search PubMed” (4) to transfer the MESH term to a PubMed
search.
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You can find several MESH terms and combine these with AND/OR
in the search builder (5). NB! You may have to adjust the position of
the parenthesis if both AND or OR is used in the search box. Click
”Search PubMed” (2) to do a combined MESH-search in PubMed with
several MESH-terms.

MESH-søking og nye PubMed

If you Mesh-search is opened in legacy PubMed, you can click on the
blue banner above the results. Your Mesh-search will now be opened
in the new PubMed interface.
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MESH-Search
Scope

Subheadings

Synonyms covered by this MESH term.

MESH tree/hierarchy
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MESH-Search - Subheadings

Subheadings (aspectors) is a tool for limiting your search to a
special aspect of the MESH term (by marking one or more
subheadings).
Treatment of common cold: Common Cold/therapy
NB! Choosing subheadings is a hard narrowing of the search
and may cause some relevant articles to be lost.
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The Subheading “adverse effects” together with a MESH term
produce a better result when searching for adverse effects of
drugs or treatments than searching with “adverse effects” as a
text word.

MESH-Search - Subheadings

4
3
5

2

Shortcut:
Click on PubMed to
do a quick MESHsearch in PubMed.

1
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Search in PubMed for MESH-terms with subheading(s): Click on one
or more subheadings (1), choose And/OR (2) and ”Add to search
builder” (3) to add the search term(s) to the search builder (4). You
can add more MESH terms (with or without subheadings) and combine
these in the search builder with AND/OR (2). Click on ”Search
PubMed” (5) to transfer search term(s) to PubMed.

MESH-Search - Trees
Some MESH term are included
in several MESH trees.

PubMed will automatically
search the narrower terms
for your chosen MESH term
(“exploding”) unless you
manually turn it off.
If you search on Angina
Pectoris, Pubmed will also
search on:
- Angina, Unstable
- Angina Pectoris, Variant
- Microvascular Angina
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Hvordan finne alternative MESH ord
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Click on shortcut or browse down the page to find
Mesh-terms used for this article.

How to find alternative MESH terms
Information about publication type

Check for alternative or extra
MESH terms that you can use.

Drugs and chemical substances mentioned
in the article are also indexed.
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Here you get information about publication type, MESH terms,
subheadings, substance names etc. below the abstract.

History and combining searches

3

4

1

2
Click on the number under "Results" (1) to run previous searches.
Use "…" (2) to combine searches in the Query-box (3).
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Choose "Add query" for the first search term and AND or OR for
additional search terms. Add parenthesis where necessary in the
Query-box. Finish with "Search" (4).

How to limit a search
You can limit your search by
using the limit options on
the left side of the results.
Click on ”Additional filters”
(1) to choose which
limitation options that
should be displayed.
Click on ”Reset all filters”
(2) to remove all active
filters (limits).

1
2
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Do not start by limiting
your search! Start broadly
and use limits only after
evaluating the initial
search results to get a
more focused result.

How to limit a search

2
1

When you choose "Additional filters" you can choose the filters
that are displayed on the results page. You can choose category (1)
and the alternatives within each category (2).
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OR is automatically inserted between limits belonging to the same
category and AND is inserted between limits belonging to different
categories.

How to limit a search
1

”Filters applied” shows
that one or more limits
are chosen. Active
limits are ticked with
V on the left side.

Limits can be removed
by using ”Clear all” or
you can just un-tick
the chosen limit.

Use limits with care as these may remove relevant articles.
Some limits may remove new articles from your search results
because these are not properly indexed/tagged yet (e.g. ”PubMed In Process” articles).
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Remember to remove limits before starting a new search!

Advanced Search

3

1

2
In Advanced Search it is possible to do field searching by limiting
your search to one or more PubMed fields (like author, journal etc.)
or combining existing searches with field searches.
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NB! Your previous search is cleared from the search box when
selecting Advanced Search. You must specify the search you want to
limit/combine (either by entering the search terms (1), or add the
search numbers found in the history (2 and 3).

Advanced search – Limit to a special journal
1

3
2
4

5

Choose ”Journal” (1) from the list and enter journal name. PubMed’s
autosuggest will suggest journal names (2). Highlight journal name to
choose correct journal.

Choose "ADD" (3) to add the journal to the search box (4). Other
field searches can be added if necessary. #1 above is from the
search history. Click ”Search” (5) to run a search.
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Don’t forget to add search term(s)/search number(s) (see
previous slide) if you want to limit/combine previous searches.

Advanced Search – Author Limit

1

3
2

Choose ”Author” (1) from list and enter author name. PubMed’s
autosuggest will suggest author names (helpful if you are uncertain
about author initials). Highlight correct author name (2).

Choose ADD (3) to add the author name to the search box. See
previous slide for the rest of the procedure.
Don’t forget to add search term(s)/search number(s) (see previous
slide) if you want to limit/combine previous searches.
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Advanced Search – All PubMed fields
can be searched
You can limit a search to most PubMed-fields
through the drop down menu. Most fields also have
an index where it is possible to browse available
terms (Click on “Show index list”).
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Managing search results
1.
2

3

4

1

Filters/Limits.

2. Save search or send
to reference
5
management
programs.
3. Send search via
email.
4. Send search to a
reference manager
or to the clipboard
or collections in
MyNCBI.

6
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6. Get formatted citation or send
reference to reference management
programs ("Cite").

5. Choose relevance or
chronol ogical sorting
of the results/
abstracts in the
result list or not.

Managing search results

Find all information about a reference

1

Click on title to find more
information about a reference
(1).

Here you can find abstract,
Mesh-terms, publication type
etc. See shortcuts to the info
on the right side (2).
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Managing Search Results
Sort by relevance (Best Match)
1

2
It is now possible to sort your results by relevance. choose: "Best Match" (1
and 2).
The relevance sorting is a result of an algorithm that analysis the occurrence
of search terms, where they are found etc. More recent articles are listed
higher on the list (given priority).
Choose "Most recent" (2) chronological sorting.
Do not use "Best Match" for normal searching!
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Managing search results

Eksporting references to a reference management program
Tick the references that you
want to export (1).

2

5
4
1
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3

Choose "Send to" (2) and
“Citation manager" (3) from
dropdown menu for format.
Choose "Create file" (4) to
start the export to EndNote or
similar programs.
If you haven't ticked any
references in advance, you can
import all references or the
references on the current page
(5).
Different web browsers will
handle the export differently.
See our EndNote page for more
information.

Managing search results
Activating abstract display

Click on the cogwheel (1) and
1 "Abstract" (2) to activate
2
abstract display.
This may be useful when you are
checking a result list to decide
which references that are
relevant and you want to save
for later.
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Clipboard
2

If you want to collect
several searches in one
file, you can temporarily
store these in the
Clipboard by choosing
”Clipboard” (1) from the
“Send to" menu (2). A
confirmation message is
given (3).

1

When you are finished, you
can get the contents in
the clipboard by clicking
on Clipboard (4).

4
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3

Max. 500 references can
be stored in the clipboard.
The Clipboard’s content
will be stored for eight
hours or until your turn
off the computer.

Clipboard
3
1

2
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The content on the
Clipboard can be deleted
by using ”Remove All” (1).
Individual items can also
be deleted by ticking one
or more items and
choosing ”Remove from
clipboard” (2).
The content in the
Clipboard can be exported
to EndNote by using the
menu above the content
(3).

How to get a Fulltext Article?
Pubmed & free online articles:

1

Open access articles will have an icon for this in the top right corner (1).
Clicking this icon will send you to the full text.
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PubMed has a special free full text filter on the left side of the result list
showing you all free articles (remember that NTNU/St. Olav have access
to a large number of journals through their subscriptions!).

How to get a Fulltext Article?
Pubmed & the NTNU icon:

1
2

A full text link from the publisher is available for many references (1), but
will only give you access when we have a subscription or the article is open
access.
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Choose the NTNU-icon (2) to be sent to Oria and get correct information
about access to the article and a link to the full text (if available). I you do
not have access, you can order a copy from the library.

How to get a Fulltext Article?
Pubmed & the NTNU icon:

In Oria you are told that you
have access to the article and a
link is provided.
Pay attention to any limitations
in the access. This is important
when we have access to a
journal from different suppliers
as some of these may have
limitations.
NB! You have to be connected
to the NTNU- or St Olavsnetwork to get access to
subscription journals.
Use VPN if you are located
outside NTNU
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How to get a Fulltext Article?
Pubmed & the NTNU icon:
3

1

2
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If full tesxt is not available (1), you
can order a copy from the library
using the order button (2).
NB! You have to be logged on in
Oria (3) for the order button
to be available!
Log on with Feide/NTNUcredentials. St. Olav staff may
contact the library to get
information about log on
credentials.
Most copies supplied from the
library are free of charge.

Finding Journal Information
Choose ”Journals database” from the PubMed
homepage.

Search for full journal
title or abbreviation
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The Journal Database can be used to find standard journal
abbreviations.

Finding Journal Information

2

1
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When searching for a journal you will get abbreviations (1) and other
information. You can also transfer a search to PubMed for articles
published in a particular journal (2).

Citation Search
Citation Search can be used to find a
reference which you have a limited amount of
information about. Chose ”Single Citation
Matcher” from the “PubMed Tools” menue.

Submit the available information and click on the ”Go” button.
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Clinical Queries –
A tool for finding clinical information

Clinical Queries is available from
PubMed’s Homepage.

1

50

2

3

Clinical Queries provides filtered searches within clinical categories
(1), systematic reviews (2) and medical genetics (3).

Clinical Queries –
A tool for finding clinical information
Search term
Search
adjustment

Search result
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Clinical Queries –
A tool for finding clinical information
Category: Choose a category to
limit your search.

Broad: Good chances of finding all
relevant articles, but you will also
get quite a few irrelevant hits.
Narrow: High precision with many
relevant articles, but you risk
loosing a few relevant ones.
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My NCBI is a tool that allow you to personalize PubMed and
establish a personal area with your own password.
Available tools.:
* Store your searches on PubMed.
* Establish email alerts that will notify you when new
articles matching your search is indexed in PubMed
* Store filters that will automatically group your search
results.
* Change the way PubMed displays references.
* Get colour labelling of your search terms.
* Check your PubMed activity in the last six months.
You have to register (free) before using My NCBI, and log on with a
personal username and password to get access to this service
(automatic log on is possible).
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November 2019: My NCBI has not a new interface and some of
the functions doesn't work with new PubMed yet.

Registration
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The first time you need to create a personal account in My NCBI.
Add your email so you can create email-alerts from your favourite
searches.

Bruke My NCBI

1
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Choose "Log in" on the top right corner to activate My NCBI. A
person-icon shows that you are logged on. Click on this and choose
"Dashboard" (1) to access your content in My NCBI.

Using My NCBI

Log out

6
1

3

2
5
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4

In My NCBI you will find saved searches and email alerts (1), saved
collections (2), saved biobliographies (3), chosen filters (4) and your
PubMed search history (5). Click «Search» (6) with an empty search field
to return to PubMed.

Using My NCBI
1

You can custumize the content of
My NCBI by choosing «Custumize
this page» (1).
Remove V for functions that you do
not want to be displayed (2). Save
your choices by clicking «Done»
(3).

2
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Save Search in My NCBI

A search is saved by clicking ”Create alert” below the search field.

This will save the search strategy, not the resulting references
(but you can get these by running the search again).
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Save Search in My NCBI
Choose «No» (1) if you only
want to save the search and
not create an email alert.
Finish with «Save» (2).
3

1
2
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You will get an confirmation
that will disappear after a
few seconds.
It is possible to edit/adjust
the search here (3).

Creating email alerts in My NCBI
Choose «Yes» (1) to create an email alert.
5

1
2
3

Add or change email (2).
Choose when and how often you want to
receive the email alert and the form the
message should have (3). Choose abstract
for Report format and an higher option than
5 items to be received each time.

Finish with «Save» (4).
You will get an confirmation that will
disappear after a few seconds.
It is possible to edit/adjust the search here
(5).
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Saved searches and email alerts
1

2

3

Log on to My NCBI and get
access to your stored
searches and alerts in ”Saved
Searches” (1).
Run a search (click on the
name), Check whats new since
last time, change to/from
alert, or delete
searches/alerts by clicking on
(2).
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Click on «Manage Saved
Searches» (3) if you want to
edit several searches at the
same time (4).

Saving individual references
(MY Collection)
1
2

You can create a personal
clipboard on My NCBI where
you can store interesting
references (max. 500).
Log on to My NCBI.
Click on interesting
references and choose ”Send
to” (1) and ”Collections" (2).

3

The chosen references can
be stored in a new collection
or in an existing collection
(3).
Finish with ”Add”.
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Saving individual references (MY Collection)
1
2

It's possible to add references to your collections when you are
viewing a single reference. Choose «Send to» (1) and "Collections"
(2). See previous slide for more information.
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Using Search Filters
2

1

Active filters are shown on the upper left side of the result list (1).
Click ”My NCBI filters” (2) to access available filters or ”Filters
→ ”Manage Filters” (3) when you are inside My NCBI. In My NCBI,
remove the tick to remove the filter (4).

4
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Using Search Filters

1

2

Click ”Popular” (1) to see frequently used filters. Mark of the filter
you want to activate . A message ”Filter has been activated” will
briefly be displayed. Active filters can be deactivated by removing
the mark in front of the filter name (a confirmation message will
briefly be displayed).
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It is possible to search for filters if you know the filter name (2).

Using Search Filters

1
3
Important filters are found in
”Properties” (1). Click on + to see
different filters.
In this example (2), the filters
«Clinical Trial», «Meta-analysis»
og «Review» are chosen.

Deactivate filters by removing V.
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It is possible to search for
filters if you know the filter
name (3).

2

Using Search Filters

1

When a filter is activated in My NCBI, your will get access to
filtered search results in addition to the main search result (here
Review, All Adult og "Norske artikler") (1).
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Recent Activity
1

68

”Recent Activity” (1) displays your activity in PubMed (only when
logged on to MyNCBI) in the last six months. You can run old
searches or open references that previously have been of interest.
You can also organize your recent activity and search within your
previous activity.

My Bibliography
1

1

2

”My Bibliography” (1) makes it possible for you to collect
references and export them to file. It is also possible to share
references with others.
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Click on «Manage My Bibliography» (2) work with your saved
references.

Change PubMed Display
1

Choose ”NCBI Site Preferences” (1).
Here you can change PubMed settings
and PubMed display.

2

Click on ”Highlighting” (2) to choose
color labeling of search terms. Click on
prefered color and finish with ”Save”
(3).

All search terms will be color labeled as
long as you are logged on to MyNCBI.
3
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All databases have help pages and tutorials – Use them!
Contact the library if you need help!
post@bmh.ntnu.no

72 57 66 80
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https://www.ntnu.no/blogger/ub-mh/en/ (English)
https://www.ntnu.no/blogger/ub-mh/ (Norwegian)

